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Abstract. The New Zealand Neuromuscular Disease Patient Registry has been recruiting for five years. Its primary aim is to
enable people with neuromuscular disease to participate in research including clinical trials. It has contributed data to large
anonymised cohort studies and many feasibility studies, and has provided practical information and advice to researchers
wanting to work with people with neuromuscular conditions. 1019 people have enrolled since the Registry’s launch in August
2011 with over 70 different diagnoses. Of these; 8 patients have been involved in clinical trials, 134 in other disease-specific
research and 757 have contributed anonymised data to cohort studies. As a result the Registry is now effectively facilitating
almost all neuromuscular research currently taking place in New Zealand.

INTRODUCTION
The New Zealand Neuromuscular Disease Patient
Registry (NZNMD Registry) is a nation-wide registry
for people living in New Zealand (NZ) diagnosed
with any disorder supported by the Muscular Dystrophy Association of New Zealand (MDANZ). Because
NZ has a relatively small population of approximately
4 250 000 as determined by 2013 NZ population
census data [1] MDANZ has become the patient support organisation of choice for people diagnosed with
myopathies and neuropathies as well as disorders less
∗ Correspondence to: Miriam Rodrigues, Neurology, Auckland
City Hospital, Private Bag 92024, Auckland 1142, New Zealand.
Tel.:+64 274688044; E-mail: mrodrigues@adhb.govt.nz.

commonly associated with neuromuscular patient
support organisations; inherited ataxias, hereditary
spastic parapareses, leucodystrophies and neurocutaneous disorders. Patients diagnosed clinically with
or without molecular confirmation and those who test
positive predictively are included. MDANZ is the primary sponsor of the Registry and actively promotes
its work.
The primary aim of the Registry is to facilitate neuromuscular research by lowering the barriers faced by
researchers in finding study participants, and faced
by patients in finding studies to take part in [2]. The
nature of rare disease research, and therefore the role
of registries, evolves as effective treatments are developed. At the time of the Registry’s establishment there
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were very few treatments for these conditions and so
the first way of achieving this aim was to contribute
data to international natural history studies [3–7],
mainly facilitated by the TREAT-NMD Neuromuscular Network of which the Registry is a member. More
recently patients have been enrolled in preclinical
research and even in clinical trials and we are considering the Registry taking up roles in post-marketing
surveillance. This process closely follows the model
of registry development proposed by Betsy Bogard
(personal communication - see acknowledgements)
(Fig. 1a).
A developing aim of the Registry is to obtain
molecular confirmation of diagnoses. The Registry
facilitates this in two ways; either by highlighting
a clinical genetic test to the patient’s clinician or,
for patients who remain without molecular confirmation of their diagnosis despite clinical genetic testing,
by identifying appropriate research studies concerned
with finding the genetic basis of their disorder.
METHODS
To achieve these aims the NZNMD Registry
operates as a longitudinal opt-in registry for both
children and adults living with neuromuscular disease in NZ. Led by a principal investigator, who
is a consultant neurologist with the Auckland District Health Board, and managed by a genetic
counsellor who is the Registry Curator, demographic, pre-specified, disease-specific clinical and
genetic information is collected, curated and regularly updated. More recently patient self-reported
data has been incorporated for some disorders. Data
are stored with the same degree of security as clinical data within the hospital firewall. Some data
for specific disorders; Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD), spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), myotonic
dystrophy, facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy
(FSHD), and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT)
are housed on secure platforms provided by overseas collaborators [2, 7]. The NZNMD Registry is an
ongoing research project. The Registry is physically
located within the neurology department at ADHB,
the largest neurology centre in NZ. The Registry has
an oversight committee made up of individuals living with neuromuscular disorders, clinical scientists,
adult and paediatric neurologists, geneticists and representation from the sponsor, MDANZ.
The NZNMD Registry has a simple referral process. Referrals can come from any source including
self-referral, doctor or patient support organisations

such as MDANZ, and require, at a minimum, the NZ
national health unique patient identifier (NHI). The
MDANZ has tasked its fieldworkers with informing
and consenting patients to the Registry. Clinicians
are not involved in collecting or entering data though
their assistance may be required for obtaining genetic
tests or clinical records to support the patient’s
diagnosis.
Formal written consent is obtained from all participants before joining the Registry using a short
information sheet and consent form, in keeping with
the low risks associated with being on the Registry.
The Registry receives ethics approval annually.
Researchers, from both within NZ and internationally, contact the Registry Curator to request access
to the Registry’s services. Enquiries to the Registry
take different forms. They may be from industry conducting feasibility studies for clinical trials, or from
clinicians or academics seeking data for service planning or for natural history studies. In these cases, the
relevant population is identified from the database
and anonymised data is disseminated in aggregate
form to researchers. For studies where researchers
are using the Registry to recruit participants, those
who are likely to be eligible are identified by the
curator and information about the study is disseminated through a variety of means including email,
telephone, post and advertisement.
Academic research is facilitated free of charge,
except for the recovery of direct costs associated with
the dissemination of information, not including the
time of the Registry Curator. Industry-led research is
facilitated along with a request for costs to be met
including a contribution towards overheads and the
time of the Registry Curator.
The NZNMD Registry collects ethnicity data and,
in this way, it is able to support and facilitate research
involving people with neuromuscular disease from
minority ethnic groups. Māori are the indigenous
people of NZ and their rights to self-determination
are confirmed in the Treaty of Waitangi. Māori have
specific values regarding (but not limited to) collection, processing and disposal of DNA. The Registry
has policies in place to act in a culturally responsive
manner in these regards.
Participants’ information and confidentiality is
highly respected and protected. Their time is also
valued and requests for participation in studies for
which the participant are ineligible are avoided.
Researchers contacting the registry are provided with
rapid response times for information requests, which
are approved through the oversight committee.
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Fig. 1. The changing roles of a rare disease patient registry. (a) Ten roles performed by registries along the pathway of treatment development –
adapted with permission from Betsy Bogard (see acknowledgements*). (b) The NZ NMD Registry’s current role in the pathway of treatment
development for its respective patient populations.

RESULTS
The NZNMD Registry has enrolled 1019 people with neuromuscular disorders over the past five
years with over 70 different diagnoses, which is
estimated to represent around one quarter of all people living in NZ with a neuromuscular disorder [8].

The average age of patients was 44 years with 150
under the age of 16. The commonest four diagnoses were myotonic dystrophy type 1 (168), CMT
136, dystrophinopathies (122), FHSD (70) which
together comprised 49% of the enrolment to date.
For disorders such as DMD the proportion of the
population enrolled is close to 100% and for others,
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such as myotonic dystrophy, where the interest from
researchers has been lower, the proportion of the population enrolled is around 50% (unpublished data,
Alice Theadom on behalf of the MD Prev, New
Zealand National Prevalence of Genetic Muscle Disease, study group). 58% of people enrolled in the
Registry have a molecular diagnosis, where applicable. 34 registry participants have died. The oldest
participants (3) are 92 years old and the youngest less
than one year old; 452 (44%) are female (Table 1).
Referral sources of patients to the registry include:
MDANZ (181 self-referrals and 453 consented
through fieldworkers); the Principal Investigator, who
runs neurogenetic clinics (207); other neurologists
(80); Genetic Health Service of New Zealand (47);

paediatric neurologists (27); prevalence studies (18);
GPs (2); National Metabolic Service (1); and General
Paediatricians (3).
The Registry has contributed over 300 records containing de-identified patient data to global databases
for dystrophinopathies (135) [3, 4, 5], spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) (42) [6] and Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease (CMT) (129) [7]. It also acts as a conduit
for recruitment for patients to self-report and/or clinicians to report to global registries for ultra-rare
neuromuscular disorders, for example, GNE myopathy (2) [9, 10], myotubular myopathy (2) [11], and
FKRP gene disorders (3) [12] (Fig. 1b).
The Registry has contributed data to 23 feasibility studies of which 17 were coordinated through the

Table 1
Characteristics of NZ NMD registry patients
Neuromuscular Disorder

Myopathies
Myotonic dystrophy type 1
Myotonic dystrophy type 2
Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Becker muscular dystrophy
Manifesting carrier of dystrophinopathy
Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy
Limb girdle muscular dystrophy
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy
Ion channel disorders (myotonia congenita,
periodic paralysis, ATS)
Congenital muscular dystrophies & myopathies
Mitochondrial myopathies
Inclusion body myositis
Neuropathies
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
Hereditary Sensory & Autonomic Neuropathy
Anterior Horn cell Disease
Spinal muscular atrophy
Kennedy’s disease
Ataxias
Spinocerebellar ataxia
Friedreich ataxia
Cerebellar ataxia, neuropathy & vestibular
areflexia syndrome (CANVAS)
Hereditary spastic paraplegia
Hereditary spastic paraplegia
Neurocutaneous disorders
Neurofibromatosis type 1
Tuberous Sclerosis
Other neuromuscular disorders
Other neuromuscular disorders e.g
myasthenia gravis, polymyositis
Other genetic neuromuscular disorders
e.g Pompe disease
Overall

Total no.
of patients

% Molecular
Diagnosis∗
Sept. 2013 [13]

% Molecular
Diagnosis∗
Mar. 2017

Mean Age

% Female

168
11
73
42
7
70
58
8
17

56
14
73
68
not specified
50
10
not specified
not specified

80
100
93
74
86
66
28
63
82

45.0 (1–84)
59.7 (35–71)
14.7 (3–39)
37.1 (6–71)
43.7 (16–79)
49.6 (19–81)
48.9 (10–79)
33.0 (17–49)
35.6 (3–81)

55
55
0
0
100
40
50
25
18

32
17
34

not specified
not specified
not applicable

39
53
not applicable

26.0 (3–76)
51.7 (31–77)
57.3 (43–92)

53
53
56

136
3

31
not specified

40
100

51.4 (6–89)
41.0 (21–65)

54
67

42
8

73
not specified

88
100

23.1 (4–81)
54.9 (29–71)

48
0

50
36
19

83
50
not applicable

65
64
0

62.8 (37–83)
39.9 (16–67)
71.2 (53–92)

35
47
67

25

not specified

36

38.0 (8–89)

40

16
4

not specified
not specified

50
75

30.8 (3–73)
34 (20–44)

50
75

34

not applicable

not applicable

63 (15–85)

70

109

not specified

9

40.7 (4–71)

31

1019

51%

58%

44.0 (1 to 92)

44

Diagnosis, demographics and diagnosis rates compared with our earlier publication in 2013 [13]. “not specified” means that these diagnoses
were not separated out in the graphs in our previous publication.
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TREAT NMD Neuromuscular Network. It has also
disseminated information and assisted in recruitment
for nine disease-specific studies [13–16] including
the landmark ocular coherence tomography study
that first discovered the presence of epiretinal membranes as a feature of myotonic dystrophy [13]
and has had an active role in patient recruitment
for 2 clinical trials for treating DMD with a further 2 planned. It has played a vital role in large
prevalence studies of genetic muscle disorders and
CMT.
The Registry has assisted in recruiting 28 patients
with limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) [17]
and 12 patients with CMT, all without molecular diagnoses, into whole exome sequencing studies that aim
to find the genetic cause of their condition. Molecular diagnoses have been obtained in 19 patients
with significant changes in treatment and management indicated in 6, for example the diagnosis in
one case of congenital myasthenic syndrome treatable with salbutamol [18]. Vitally important genetic
counselling implications for family members have
been identified in several patients.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that an overarching registry
serving all neuromuscular diseases managed by a single project team is effective; this is in contrast to
countries such as the UK, Spain and Germany where
disease-specific registries are commonly deployed
but similar to Canada where the Canadian Neuromuscular Disease Registry (CNDR) covers a range of
disorders [19]. Population size, health-system structure, clinician interest and make-up of patient support
organisations are all factors that can influence registry
design in this regard.
A registry’s role is dynamic and should be
responsive to the changing needs of its stakeholders;
patients, researchers and clinicians as illustrated in
the Bogard model of registry development (Fig. 1a).
In five years the NZNMD Registry has evolved
from carrying out roles important during preclinical
drug development, such as Advancing disease
understanding in the absence of treatment [4–7] and
Connecting patients with researchers, to performing
vital work in the clinical trial arena by Identifying
patients for clinical trials, and Informing study
eligibility criteria. For DMD and SMA we are now
considering the role of Post-marketing surveillance.
The role of Providing additional data supportive of
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trial ﬁndings has been performed for a new SMA
treatment and, as new drugs for both DMD and SMA
enter the commercial market, we anticipate the later
roles of Data collection to support expansion of drug
indication and Advancing the understanding of treatment response becoming important to the Registry
(See Fig. 1b).
Only 58% of people enrolled in the Registry have
a molecular diagnosis (see Table 1) which is a 7%
improvement compared with three years ago [20].
However, as lack of molecular diagnosis limits access
to treatment, genetic counselling and research, a goal
of the Registry is to gain sufficient funding so that
it can facilitate access to genetic testing for patients
who are not able to access testing through the usual
pathways. This would be similar to other registries
including Duchenne Connect [21], the Jain Foundation Dysferlin Registry [22] and the Myotubular
Myopathy Registry [11].
The Registry has changed the face of neuromuscular research in NZ. The two most important factors
in achieving this are the integral involvement of the
patient support organisation and the minimal dependence upon clinicians, which can only occur with
dedicated staff. Prior to the NZNMD Registry a person with a neuromuscular condition living in NZ
could only register in an overseas registry and were
very unlikely to be offered the opportunity to participate in research of any sort. Now hundreds of New
Zealanders have been involved in research and the
vast majority of neuromuscular research in NZ is now
facilitated by the Registry.
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